DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

“One2one” is a Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation Project. Its full name is “One teacher and
one student working with ProjectX”.
The aim of this project is twofold: on one hand we want to bring closer the needs of the companies
to schools and, on the other hand, to improve the pedagogical methodology –way of teaching at
schools– allowing teachers to pay attention to each singular student, and concerning about their own
personal learning rhythms.
A “ProjectX” is a methodological guide for the student to carry out a concrete activity, one to one
with the teacher, in which theory and practice are both perfectly integrated and is related to the real
workplace.
Each ProjectX will be developed on the basis of Learning Outcomes, which means we will also create
a tool based in the ECVET credit system that will allow mobility of students between the participating
institutions. In this way we are aligned with the European Strategy 2020 which boosts the mobility of
students and teachers in a high grade of quality.
We will apply this new methodology basically to different specialties in the area of Engineering and
Industrial Maintenance, but of course the model can be applied in the future to other areas in VET.
The participating partners are educative institutions that will apply the results of the project on their
ordinary work.
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Xabec – Vocational Training Centre
Savo Consortium for Education
University of Pitesti
Escola Profissional Val do Rio
South and City College
Meram Technical High school
Lycée Isaac Newton

Valencia
Kuopio
Pitesti
Lisbon
Birmingham
Konya
Clichy

Spain
Finland
Romania
Portugal
United Kingdom
Turkey
France

Each partner will develop three ProjectX and will run a pilot test using them. Other schools will
validate the common ProjectX so they can also use them in its own school. Each ProjectX will include
the units of Learning Outcomes in order to facilitate in the future mobility of students and teachers.
In this way we will start a network of schools using this methodology that can grow by including in
the future new schools and new ProjectX.
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